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The traditional left–right spectrum over-
simplifies political preferences, limiting
our understanding of the intricate
connections between psychology and
politics.

Like other individual differences, political
beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors are
high-dimensional, vary within persons
and between cultures, and are contextu-
ally shaped and activated.

Embracing heterogeneity and using
bottom-up, data-driven methods may
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A deeply heterogeneous set of ideological cohorts have shaped the course of his-
tory. From anarchists and authoritarians to Zionists and Zapatistas, the expansive
alphabet of politics demands an equally expansive psychological vocabulary to de-
scribe political belief systems. We propose that constructing such a vocabulary is
best facilitated by decentering familiar models that emphasize psychological differ-
ences between leftists and rightists. Synthesizing recent developments in the fields
of personality, political science, and psychopathology, we characterize individual
variation in politics as high-dimensional, heterarchical, intrapersonally eclectic,
and contextually shaped and activated. Developing a data-driven taxonomic
model of political-psychological phenomena will help create a foundational base
of knowledge within political psychology that is more rigorous, more replicable,
and certainly richer to investigate.
unlock a vault of explanatory power cur-
rently lost to imprecision and an overreli-
ance on the left–right spectrum.

A unified, atheoretical model in political
psychology, similar to Hierarchical Tax-
onomy of Psychopathology (HiTOP) in
psychiatry, could help resolve issues
stemming from the heterogeneity of
political-psychological phenomena.
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Beyond left and right
A tidal wave of research has documented an ocean of differences between leftists and rightists.
From neural structures [1] to basic cognitive processes [2] and from moral intuitions [3] to enter-
tainment preferences [4], the left–right divide dominates how we investigate and understand the
political mind (i.e., the psychological processes and mechanisms that influence a person’s polit-
ical beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors).

The idea that psychological differences between leftists and rightists precipitate corresponding polit-
ical differences has been with us for a long time. Over a century ago, for example, Emerson specu-
lated that the division between left and right reflects an ‘irreconcilable antagonism [that] must have
a correspondent depth of seat in the human constitution’ [5]. This core idea, that ‘left’ and ‘right’ re-
flect the poles of a meaningful and coherent dimension of psychological functioning (e.g., [6,7]), now
regularly decorates the pages of major journals across the social sciences.

In this opinion piece, however, we draw upon recent insights highlighting the promise of embracing
complexity and heterogeneity in behavioral science [8–11], particularly in the realm of political pref-
erences [12–15], to argue that it is time to turn the tide and move beyond left and right. In so doing,
we propose that developing an extensive, heterarchical (see Glossary) [16,98] taxonomy of ideo-
logical variation will promote a more comprehensive and practical understanding of the interplay
between psychology and politics.

People and their politics are complicated
Consider the following three individuals. The first is a card-carrying Democrat who supports the
establishment. The second is an anarcho-primitivist who advocates a return to pre-industrial
ways of life. And the third is a hardline communist.

What this example brings to light is a seemingly obvious point: political opinions are highly multi-
dimensional and heterogeneous (Box 1) [13,17]. Yet standard theories and measures in political
psychology do not capture the rich differences in the views sketched out earlier. For example, the
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Box 1. Political attitudes as (unexceptional) individual differences

Political attitudes are a domain of individual differences. Yet, individual differences rarely manifest unidimensionally. Efforts to
identify unifying features of individual difference domains (e.g., the ‘p-factor’ of psychopathology; the ‘big one’ of personality),
which might be considered comparable with an overarching ‘leftist versus conservative’ axis, have not succeeded [71], with
the notable exception of the g-factor of intelligence. Even g can only be clearly identified within populations sharing culture,
time, and context and it is necessary to administer a heterogeneous array of well-validated cognitive tasks to assess g, such
that any one task alone is inadequate [72]. One could certainly not assess a facet of intelligence, let alone the whole domain,
with a single item (as is frequently done for political ideology, in which participants are simply asked how ‘left-wing’ or
‘right-wing’ they are on a seven-point scale) [72].

Thus, it would be remarkably aberrant if the vast, heterogeneous universe of political attitudes and ideologies meaningfully
reduced to a single, psychologically coherent dimension (or even a handful of dimensions). If people inhabit one, organi-
cally ingrained location on the left–right spectrum, one which powerfully influences attitudes, preferences, and behaviors
across political and nonpolitical domains, this would arguably render political attitudes the most exceptional individual
difference variable in the history of psychology.

Trends in Cognitive Sciences

Glossary
Belief constraint: the degree to which
one’s belief system is consistent and
coherent along the left–right axis, such
that knowing one or two of someone’s
political opinions allows you to predict
their other opinions with great accuracy.
Bottom-up, data-driven approach:
scientific approaches that are
theoretically agnostic, emphasize
freedom of exploration over hypothesis
testing, and glean information from
highly quantifiable sets of information
about human behavior.
Economic conservativism: a cluster
of beliefs rooted in preferences for
competition (vs. collaboration) and eco-
nomic self-interest (vs.
egalitarianism). In contemporary
Western democracies, economic
conservatism predicts stances on taxes,
the social safety net, business regulations,
unions, and debt forgiveness.
General taxonomy: a descriptive,
standardized model of overarching
domains for a subject matter within which
highly complex phenomena can be
understood.
Heterarchical: systems that are
interdependent across levels of
organization and exist on a spectrum
between networks and hierarchies.
Elements within the system have the
potential to be dynamically ordered
depending on various criteria or contexts.
Ideological asymmetries: differences
or disparities between individuals and/or
groups that correspond with differences
or disparities in their placement on the
left–right political spectrum.
Network analysis: the elements within
a system or network are represented as
nodes and the connections between
them are represented as edges or links.
These nodes and edges can be used to
represent how the different elements are
connected to one another and how
these connections influence the behav-
ior of the system.
Nomothetic: a research approach that
aims to identify general laws or principles
that can explain and predict behavior
across people. It is often contrasted with
idiographic, which refers to a research
approach that focuses on the unique
characteristics and experiences of
individuals or specific cases.
Political ideology: a set of ideas and
principles that guide the way a person
understands and interprets politics and
the systems that shape society.
Social conservatism: a cluster of
beliefs rooted in preferences for traditional
most common measure of political ideology simply asks participants to self-report how ‘left-
wing’ or ‘right-wing’ they are on a Likert-type item [15]. All three individuals might identify them-
selves as ‘extremely left-wing’ on this scale, but what does it even mean to be ‘left-wing’ (or
‘right-wing’, for that matter)?

To understand this question, we can look to a perspective widely held by scientists, journalists,
and members of the public: political opinions are organized along a left versus right continuum,
with the left pole broadly reflecting change, individualism, and egalitarianism and the right pole
reflecting stability, authority, and hierarchy [18,19]. People who systematically prefer opinions
consistent with the left pole are considered leftists, whereas those who systematically prefer opin-
ions consistent with the right pole are conservatives.

But as appealing as this left–right account may be, there are several problems with treating polit-
ical ideology dichotomously. First, political opinions are heterogeneous within and across most
people, places, and times [20]. Second, the left–right continuum can be decomposed into at
least two distinct dimensions that are uncorrelated, on average, and moored in separate net-
works of psychological processes [21]. Third, although personality traits often become most ap-
parent when strong external cues are absent, ideological asymmetries in cognition,
motivation, and behavior are most evident when individuals are under strong social and environ-
mental pressures to conform to left- or right-wing beliefs [22,23]. Fourth, people differ alongmany
broad political-ideological dimensions not encompassed by, and more psychologically relevant
than, the left–right dimension [13,17]. Finally, common methodological practices, measurement
strategies, and theoretical assumptions have obscured the complex topography of political ide-
ology by embellishing the nature and magnitude of psychological differences between self-
identified leftists and rightists [15,24–26].

These points, which we build out later, allow for the possibilities that political opinions are highly het-
erogeneous; that the left–right spectrum is both culturally specific and one of many heuristically use-
ful organizations of political individual differences; and that bottom-up, data-driven approaches
may serve to optimize the accumulation and communication of knowledge about the political mind.

The left–right spectrum is too simplistic
The conventional psychological model of ideology suggests that traits play a significant role in shap-
ing people’s political opinions along the left–right spectrum and that conservative (vs. leftist) political
opinions will be relatively interdependent (as evidenced by high pairwise intercorrelations) across
people, places, and times [18,27]. However, people who identify as ‘leftist’ or ‘conservative’ may
often support their own, eclectic mix of issues for their own, dynamic reasons [20,28–30].
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values (vs. modern), social order
(vs. freedom), and strict
norm-enforcement (vs. rejection). In con-
temporary Western democracies, social
conservatism predicts stances on same-
sex marriage, religion, law and order, and
national security.
Structural analyses: techniques used
to examine the underlying structure or
organization of psychological
phenomena. There are several different
types of structural analyses used in
psychology, including factor analysis,
cluster analysis, latent semantic analysis,
and structural equation modeling.
Indeed, researchers have recently begun to quantitatively illustrate the value of person-centered
investigations for studying political preferences, which offer to clarify the degree of heterogeneity
masked by purely nomothetic approaches. One recent study, for instance, modeled individuals’
political belief systems within and between participants, finding that internal networks of left–right
opinions vary considerably from person-to-person and are not systematically correlated with cor-
responding between-person intercorrelations (average r of 0.04) [31]. Between-person correla-
tions amongst opinions in this investigation followed the conventional left–right alignment and
were substantially larger than, and occasionally directionally opposite to, their corresponding
within-person correlations. These findings allow for the possibility that the cross-sectional and
longitudinal designs used in hundreds of studies to corroborate left–right psychological asymme-
tries (e.g., in motivations, traits) predominantly capture between-person divisions within a society
at a given time and place and do not bear on why individual people adopt particular (sets of) be-
liefs [32]. Indeed, a recent nine-wave longitudinal examination of the widely-recognized relation
between trait openness and conservatism, which was the first to use methods that can disaggre-
gate between- and within-person variance, found no evidence that openness precedes, let alone
causes, ideology, or vice versa [33].

Concordantly, a prominent strain of thinking within political science has provided good evidence to
suggest that, even when assessed between persons, left versus right belief constraint is absent
from large swathes of the population [34,35]. Relatedly, recent studies using network analysis,
which describes the covariance among a system of indicators as a network of interactive nodes,
seem to further call the psychological coherence of leftist versus conservative policy preferences
into question. For instance, symbolic elements of political phenomena (e.g., thinking of oneself as
‘left-wing’ or ‘conservative’), which reflect one’s political identity, have a more central role in left–
right belief systems than do policy preferences (e.g., preferring lower taxes or policing reforms) [36].
Moreover, the organization of belief networks adapts to environmental information heterogeneously
across electoral cycles and groups of individuals [37]. This dearth of left–right statistical coherence
in varied contexts is consistent with the possibility that cultural-environmental forces, rather than
dispositional forces (e.g., personality traits), are what (if anything) systematically organizes certain peo-
ple’s political opinions along the left–right spectrum, leading to outsized heterogeneity in dispositional
predictors of left-right ideology across people, places, and times (Box 2) [10,38].

Further, non-network models of left–right belief systems have revealed that individuals who are
familiar with cues from their party leaders about what positions they should believe show the
highest degree of belief constraint [39] and, similarly, that high belief-constraint is predominantly
found in nations with well-known, stable political parties [35]. All of this supports the possibility
that, even when the left–right spectrum ‘sticks together’, models that center ‘left’ and ‘right’
may allow for few insights into the psychological forces that structure political views.

Two dimensions (at least) structure left and right
Another straightforward observation as to why wemay need to rethink political ideology as simply
being a matter of left and right is that it is not uncommon to hear someone volunteer that they are
‘socially liberal and economically conservative’ (or vice versa). Consistent with this observation, a
considerable body of evidence shows that commonly debated political preferences can be sys-
tematically organized along at least two conceptually and empirically distinct dimensions in latent
variable space: social conservatism and economic conservativism (e.g., [21,34,40–42]).
Whereas social conservatism chiefly concerns stances on topics like traditional social values
(e.g., same-sex marriage), criminal justice, and patriotism, economic conservatism chiefly con-
cerns stances on topics like redistributive and regulatory economic interventions (e.g., taxes,
government-funded healthcare, welfare, public education).
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Box 2. Political engagement and strong versus weak ‘ideological situations’

Relations between psychological traits and political preferences tend to be stronger and are sometimes exclusively found
among people who are politically engaged, or who otherwise have highly constrained belief systems [15,23,36,37,40].
This boundary condition for personality-conservatism relations is consistent with evidence that politically engaged
Americans are much more inclined to structure their economic and social preferences along the left–right dimension than
others [39] and may also partially explain the degree to which trait-conservatism relations manifest dynamically and with
profound heterogeneity across samples, nationalities, and measurement modalities [15].

One could make a good case that these findings, concerning political engagement, support the notion of relatively
fundamental left–right psychological differences; after all, those who are inattentive to politics may often fail to sort them-
selves into a political party that aligns with their psychological inclinations, perhaps because they are unaware of what party
platforms entail [90].

Yet, by contrast, environmental pressures associated with engagement and partisanship (e.g., [30,65]) may flatten, obviate,
or spuriously imply causal relations between personality traits and political opinions. Just as there are circumstances that limit
the expression and predictive power of personality traits (strong situations; e.g., red traffic lights) [91], strong environmental
pressures may weaken or overwhelm ‘bottom-up’ links between ideology and psychology. For example, frequent exposure
to other partisans may prompt political elites to ‘impute’ associations amongst beliefs or be reprimanded for expressing
certain opinions [36,37,92]. When social cleavages overlap with partisan divides, which is often the case in the USA, these
pressures may be especially pervasive and inelastic [10,93,94].

Naturally, strong situations can be contrasted with weak situations, wherein personality traits more vigorously influence one’s be-
havior. Potential samples suitable for testing hypotheses related to weak ideological pressures include, but are not limited to: (i)
people from nations without influential political institutions/parties, (ii) people in nations with fast shifting or multitudinous political
parties, and/or (iii) people who have little knowledge of what political opinions should be bundled together per political elites.

Applying traditional methods to samples of people in ‘weak ideological situations’may be a straightforward, fruitful means
of expanding knowledge about the political mind. Weak ideological pressures will, by definition, allow relatively fundamen-
tal ties between traits and ideologies to flourish if ideology is measured with rough taxonomic accuracy. Systematically
targeting a diverse set of weak samples might also allow researchers to identify elements of ideologies that independently
recur across cultures, which would suggest that causal networks undergirding human ideological variance are shaped by
stable forces. If, by contrast, liberalism and conservatism do not consistently emerge across cultural situations, then a substantial
proportion of knowledge gained by studying their psychological causes and correlates may be needlessly bespoke (insofar as
they are specific to a narrow slice of time, space, and culture).

Trends in Cognitive Sciences
Assuming political ideology is just one ‘thing’, we would expect social and economic conservatism to
be inextricably bound together. Admittedly, the two are highly correlated (e.g., rs > 0.50) among peo-
plewho (i) live in certain economically prosperous, secularized, and culturally liberal nations (e.g., USA,
western Europe, Australia); and (ii) are knowledgeable of, and interested in, political affairs [34]. But
moving beyond people in these Western, educated, industrialized, rich, and democratic (WEIRD) na-
tions, relations between social and economic conservatism are quite inconsistent [42–48]. For exam-
ple, looking at data from 99 nations around the world, it is most common for left-wing economic
ideology to be positively correlated with social conservatism [49]. Such a pronounced degree of het-
erogeneity would not occur if the two dimensions of conservatism were naturally intertwined.

Nevertheless, the methodological practice (and theoretical lodestar) of unidimensionality may
sometimes be justifiable if the constituent elements of the left–right spectrum are undergirded
by the same psychological processes. After all, prominent theories in political psychology are
based on the notion that some key factor separates leftists and conservatives, whether it is
cognitive-motivational rigidity (as in the rigidity-of-the-right hypothesis) [15] or sensitivity to threat
and other negative stimuli (as in the negativity bias hypothesis) [50]. Looking at the rigidity-of-the-
right hypothesis, social conservatism does indeed manifest relations with rigidity-related out-
comes, yet economic conservatism displays negative or null relations with those same outcomes
[15,23,51,52]. A similar pattern is found for the negativity bias hypothesis, such that self-report
measures of generalized threat salience explain a modest fraction of variance in social conserva-
tism but zero variance in economic conservatism [53]. Perhaps relatedly, high-profile studies sug-
gesting a physiological threat-conservatism association have not replicated (see [54]).
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Overall, these findings again suggest that ‘top-down’ (i.e., environmental) forces may structure
social and economic conservatism together in nations where they are highly correlated
[23,34,55]. Thus, any shared psychological variance across the two dimensions may be difficult
to interpret. Indeed, controlling for shared variance in social and economic conservatism (in sam-
ples where they are positively correlated, like in the USA) tends to increase both variables’ predic-
tive power for a diverse set of psychological outcomes, with specific effect sizes in opposing
directions (e.g., social conservatism remains positively related to authoritarianism while economic
conservatism becomes negatively related) [56]. Hence, combining the two dimensions into a sin-
gle score may often lead to a loss of key information by cancelling out their net effects.

The tip of the taxonomic iceberg?
To return to our example of ‘left-wing’ individuals, accounting for social and economic ideology
would hardly provide sufficient descriptive resolution to distinguish between a card-carrying
Democrat, an anarchist, and a hardline communist. Thus, social and economic conservatism
may be the tip of the taxonomic iceberg for describing political ideology. Indeed, a dizzying
array of ideology constructs are presently popular in studies of social and political beliefs
(e.g., status-quo conservatism, left-wing authoritarianism, racism, need for chaos, progressivism,
reactionism, effective altruism, autocratic orientation, NIMBY-ism, anarchism, fascism, anomie, to
name only a handful) [57–63], and numerous axes of political ideology exist in philosophy, litera-
ture, and everyday conversation that might be fruitfully incorporated into higher-bandwidth and
higher-fidelity taxonomies of ideology.

A great deal of structural evidence illustrates that the heterogeneity of political ideology extends
beyond the social and economic dimensions [64–67]. For instance, one study focusing on con-
servative policy issues in the American public [65] advanced a model comprising three modestly
correlated dimensions (which were not isomorphic with social and economic ideology). A coun-
terpart study, evaluating divisions within left-wing politics in America, identified four clearly distin-
guishable factors [64]. Althoughmuch of this work is limited insofar it has targeted the US public, a
study on the Chinese public [66] found three superordinate political dimensions, one of which
combined right-wing (i.e., free-market) economics and left-wing social values (see also [49]). An-
other study, conducted in India [67], identified two distinct factors that were only moderately cor-
related with self-reported social and economic political leanings.

These investigations are quite promising. Nevertheless, they are narrow, emphasizing the dimen-
sional structure of normative policy issues within a single cultural context (Box 3). Systematically
accumulating findings (and communicating them across research groups) requires, as a founda-
tion, a consensual general taxonomy of political ideology dimensions (e.g., a ‘Big Five’ of polit-
ical ideology).

Fortunately, such an effort to construct a general taxonomy exists. Drawing on the lexical ap-
proach for investigating trait taxonomies (which is premised on the idea that salient individual dif-
ference characteristics are encoded in language), research [17,68,69] has explored the general
structure of ideological preferences by constructing items based on words in the English dictio-
nary ending in ‘ism’ (e.g., nationalism, socialism, rationalism). With this approach, which followed
the data-driven, iterative process of observation, deduction, induction, and verification used to
develop the Big Five, five basic building blocks of belief systems were derived: (i) tradition-
oriented religiousness (e.g., creationism, puritanicalism, institutionalism; akin to social conserva-
tism); (ii) inequality-aversion (e.g., welfarism, Marxism, primitivism; akin to economic leftism); (iii)
communal rationalism (e.g., Meliorism, rationalism, existential individualism; involving support
for common institutions, freedom, and the social contract); (iv) subjective spirituality
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, July 2023, Vol. 27, No. 7 609
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Box 3. Why are we still on left and right?

Why do many investigators continue to conceive of, and approach, the universe of political attitudes as a single (or even
2D) spectrum? For one, where we look affects what we see. The field of political psychology has often emphasized the
USA, yet US politics are often not representative of human politics [19,35]. The US political ecosystem has been
warped by idiosyncratic constraints (e.g., a ‘first-past-the-post’ electoral system that restricts power to two parties;
the world’s oldest functioning written constitution) and is dominated by intense conflicts between nominal liberals and con-
servatives (though most members of the two parties do not hold policy preferences consistent with their party identification)
[34]. Such polarization has grown with time and been accompanied by geographical and social ‘sorting’ [95], which renders
correspondences between ideology, party affiliation, psychological characteristics, culture, and environment easily observ-
able but inaccessible to substantive etiologic theorizing (e.g., [80]). Hence, while political research in the USmay be quite con-
ducive to topics related to the psychological processes sustaining polarization, dogmatic certitude, and intergroup animus
(see [13,96]), we suspect it offers few insights into the nature of the specific sorts of belief-tendencies that characterize
humans.

Moreover, how we look affects what we see. A broader style of myopia than WEIRDness arguably drives the field’s em-
phasis on left and right: omitting diverse political ideas from measurement and theory has reduced the validity of the
data-driven structural analyses that are used as a source of ‘ground truth’ for subsequent research [97]. Recall that re-
searchers typically measure only leftism versus conservatism (using a single item) when assessing political ideology [15].
If one does not administer multidimensional, high-resolution measures designed to reflect the potential heterogeneity of
political ideology (e.g., [59,65,66]), they will invariably reify the left–right spectrum. Efforts to explore the structure of political
phenomena in the USA frequently do not measure political ideas about which the Republican and Democratic parties
agree (e.g., anarchism, dissolving national borders, direct democracy) and/or fail to discuss (e.g., regulations on artificial
intelligence, owning exotic animals, banning automobiles, voluntary human extinction). Further, those relatively rare studies
that incorporate samples from nations without a history of left- versus right-wing identification tend to rely on large cross-
national public surveys that, by necessity, favor breadth over depth (e.g., the World Values Survey, a common source of
political psychology data, has only six rather vague questions on economic values, such as ‘Competition is good’). This
problem of a limited item pool is compounded by the fact that, beyond these cross-national surveys, the field of political
psychology has traditionally relied on convenience samples [15] that are unrepresentative of relevant subpopulations
(e.g., people with non-mainstream beliefs). These practices collectively impair the possibility that novel, multidimensional
models of ideology can be factor-analytically discovered and, in turn, measured.

Trends in Cognitive Sciences
(e.g., reincarnationism, totemism, intuitionism; involving metaphysics and non-hierarchical forms
of spirituality); and (v) unmitigated self-interest (e.g., sensationalism, hedonism, materialism; in-
volving endorsement of various forms of hedonic self-interest as a source of value and goodness
in life). The same approach applied to Chinese-language ‘isms’ revealed an analogous four-factor
structure with social conservatism and subjective spirituality combined and a new factor
(reflecting the ideology of the Communist Party of China) replacing inequality-aversion [68].

The findings of this first taxonomic study of lexically derived politics items reinforce the notion that
unidimensional (and 2D) models of political ideology are limiting. Insofar as the aforementioned
‘isms’ are based on data-driven methods and reflect many topics not subject to partisan cultural
pressures, they may be strong candidates for organic, reasonably stable dimensions of political
preferences. Yet the ism dimensions are differentiated from left–right ideology, with correlations
not exceeding 0.51 (and a median correlation of |0.25|) [67]. Taken together, such taxonomic
data suggest that liberalism and conservatism may be topically salient, yet factorially arbitrary,
configurations of more basic ideological building blocks.

Drawing from history, though, the initial application of lexical methods in personality psychology
served more as a clarion call than a definitive treatise, and the same may be true here. Contem-
porary personality science reveals that individual differences can be organized at multiple levels of
abstraction, allowing for trade-offs between bandwidth and fidelity [11]. For example, Big Few
models (e.g., the Five-Factor Model or the HEXACO) comprise large multidimensional domains
(e.g., Extraversion, Conscientiousness), which comprise smaller aspects (e.g., Assertiveness, Or-
derliness), which themselves comprise still-smaller facets (e.g., Social Boldness, Organization).
Many individual items comprising these facets reflect unique personological variance [70]. Impor-
tantly, no single level of analysis, from domains to individual items, is objectively more ‘correct’
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than another. Instead, the more useful approach is to critically evaluate the match between a given
level of analysis and the research questions at hand. This requires us to adopt taxonomies designed
to accommodate such flexibility. At best, defaulting to the left–right spectrum may be akin to relying
on ‘g’ for all research related to cognitive abilities (Box 1); at worst, it may be akin to relying on the ‘big
one’ of personality for all research related to individual differences or the dubious ‘p-factor’ of psy-
chopathology for all research related to psychiatric illness [71–73].

A data-driven path forward
Accurately understanding the taxonomic structure of human variation demands approaches that,
even now, push at the boundaries of our scientific capabilities [9–11]. Mapping variation at the
nexus of psychology and ideology may prove equally, if not more, difficult. Consequently, re-
searchers have recently championed bottom-up, data-driven approaches to political psychology
[13,74], a handful of which have already proven fruitful, revealing that distinct flavors of threat [75],
cognition [14], and prejudice [76] divergently predict political ideology (see [54]).

These investigations have primarily addressed heterogeneity in how people hold their beliefs
(e.g., rigidly versus flexibly) and why people are drawn to whole-cloth ideologies (e.g., conservatism)
[13,14]. For reasonswe have articulated throughout the present article, however, popular political con-
structs may reflect multiple sources of substantive variance, comprising a ‘constellation’ of unrelated
political-psychological dimensions that onlookers mistakenly interpret as a coherent entity (see [77]).
In other words, people are heterogeneous in what they believe, and charting thewhatmay be required
to shed light on the how and the why.

Inspired by promising developments in the fields of clinical science and personality [10,78,79],
here we posit that disaggregating well-known ideological constructs into their component parts
using data-driven structural methods involved in exploratory taxonomy construction may be nec-
essary for building mechanistic accounts at the intersection of psychology and political ideology
(see [80], for a kindred call to apply methods from computational psychiatry to political psychol-
ogy). Next, we briefly detail this path forward (Figure 1, Key figure).

Taxonomic models of (political) psychological phenomena: the case example of
Hierarchical Taxonomy of Psychopathology (HiTOP)
Psychiatric illnesses have historically been classified according to typologically distinct ‘disorders’
based on experts’ consensus descriptions (e.g., depressive disorder, borderline personality dis-
order). Yet, this approach has proven deeply problematic in a manner akin to problems with the
left–right spectrum (e.g., rampant co-occurrence of disorders, extensive within-category hetero-
geneity, falsely categorical distinctions) [81]. To resolve issues stemming from the heterogeneity
of psychiatric syndromes, a large cohort of researchers embraced said heterogeneity, subjecting
the hundreds of narrow signs, symptoms, and traits that comprise each (categorical) mental dis-
order in the DSM-5 to data-driven structural analyses [81]. Abandoning the categories outlined
in the DSM, they worked from the ‘bottom-up’ (i.e., beginning with homogeneous and unidimen-
sional signs, symptoms, and traits) to derive a hierarchy of nested higher-order components of
increasing breadth. Substantial evidence now suggests that the resultant HiTOP closely mirrors
the genetic structure of psychopathology and roughly doubles the explanatory and predictive ad-
vantages of the traditional diagnostic category system [78,81–83]. Moreover, HiTOP is a respon-
sive model, whose nested dimensions can be rearranged dynamically to examine novel
hypotheses, or to accommodate new data.

Such a deeply flexible approach, allowing researchers to tailor their units of analysis to the re-
search questions at hand, provides us with highly mutable building blocks that better reflect
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, July 2023, Vol. 27, No. 7 611
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Key Figure

Illustrating a psychological taxonomy of political variation
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Figure 1. To provide an example of what our proposed approach might produce, in appearance, if not in specific content,
we generated and arranged a speculative series of hierarchically nested dimensions modeled after the Hierarchical
Taxonomy of Psychopathology (HiTOP) [9]. We do not claim that this particular model is true. That said, constructs higher
in the structure are more general and constructs lower in the structure are more specific. Constructs closer together bear
greater resemblance to one another. Based on the terminology and organizational scheme of HiTOP, the upper rows of
the model denote the following hypothetical ‘spectra’: Closed society (e.g., pertaining to organic, tribal ways of living), Author-
itarianism/illiberalism (e.g., using power, coercion, and force to control others based on unjustified group-level moral imper-
atives), Egalitarianism (e.g., prioritizing social equality for all people), Society/alienation (e.g., pertaining to social bonds, social
and institutional trust, and concern for others’ well-being), and Self (e.g., viewing one’s personal interests, phenomenology,
and personal experiences as of outsized importance). Shared characteristics across the former three spectra are organized
into the superspectrum of Structure (e.g., pertaining to how best to organize society) and shared characteristics across the
latter two spectra are organized into the superspectrum of Sociality (e.g., pertaining to orientation towards people; for a re-
lated distinction, see [13]). Venturing further down the taxonomic hierarchy, the five spectra decompose into more homoge-
neous subfactors that themselves comprise lower-order syndromes (i.e., homogeneous clusters of phenomena that can be
derived using largely data-driven methods such as factor analysis) (see, too, [81]). At the foundation of the taxonomy are the
many hundreds of atomistic beliefs, opinions, behaviors, and traits that serve as the basic unit of analysis for political psychol-
ogy. Some of the syndromes populating these levels of analysis approximate familiar constructs in the literature. Thus, to help
ground our hypothetical hierarchical taxonomy, we use the color scheme to symbolize where the primary elements of well-
known constructs might potentially reside in the taxonomic structure. We drew from five well-known taxonomies in political
psychology that span ostensibly distinct domains (Moral Foundations Theory (MFT), Schwartz’ Values (SV), Saucier’s Isms
(SDI), the Primal Worldviews (Prim.), and the Free Will and Determinism—Plus), as well as a handful of relevant standalone
constructs [e.g., right-wing authoritarianism (RWA), social dominance orientation (SDO), left-wing authoritarianism (LWA),
need for chaos, conspiratorial ideation]. These constructs, which represent only a fraction of relevant variables used in political
psychology, are not incorporated in the hypothetical model, as denoted by the unbroken line separating the hypothetical tax-
onomy from said extant constructs.

Trends in Cognitive Sciences
the virtually infinite ways in which humans vary [11,79]. Such a unified, atheoretical model, if rep-
licated in political psychology, would be useful and perhaps even help resolve many of the issues
outlined in the present article. Although structural investigations of political opinions (and debates
surrounding dimensionality) have long existed in political science and psychology, nearly all of them
restrict their item pools to political issues that are widespread in elite discourse. Moreover, few, if
any, integrate items targeting multiple levels of psychological abstraction (e.g., [10,25,78,79,84]).

By contrast, a hierarchical or heterarchical taxonomy of political ideology (Figure 1) might be com-
posed of building blocks drawn from diverse domains spanning motivational needs and values
(e.g., the Schwartz Values) [85], moral foundations [3], policy preferences [65], primal worldviews
612 Trends in Cognitive Sciences, July 2023, Vol. 27, No. 7
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Outstanding questions
How much does the content and
structure of political-psychological var-
iation vary across time and place? Are
higher, or more abstracted, levels of a
taxonomy of such variation more sta-
ble than lower, more specific, levels in
this regard?

Can ambulatory assessments
(e.g., experience sampling, ecological
momentary assessment, daily diaries)
be used to understand how psycho-
political phenomena change within
people, across contexts, and over
short time periods? Or do belief sys-
tems change too slowly for such
methods to succeed?

Might one’s personality and politics be
twigs off the same causal branch, rather
than explanandum and explanans?

Why and how do ideological dimensions
cohere? What can developmental
research tell us about these and other
questions?
[25], isms [17], and the many additional constructs referenced throughout this article
[13,43,58–63,86–88]. Synthesizing across these weighty, disparate frameworks also has the ad-
vantages of boiling them down to their unique components, pruning redundant or malfunctioning
measures/modalities, identifying previously overlooked phenomena, and even allowing for a test
of the explanatory power of the left–right spectrum. Further, such a model could straightforwardly
incorporate ideology-adjacent constructs, such as belief extremity or prejudice, and could simi-
larly incorporate nonpolitical ideological constructs such as religiosity or conspiratorial ideation
into a unified ‘psychology of ideology’ (see [13]).

Most importantly, a hierarchical or heterarchical taxonomy of political ideology offers a means of
organizing political phenomena into standardized, tightly knit dimensions of reasonably organic
human variance. It promises to quantify the breadth and depth of political psychology by locating
and situating all the field’s ‘pieces’ in relation to one another. This might serve to leverage the het-
erogeneity characterized throughout this opinion article by unlocking a vault of explanatory power
currently lost to conceptual and measurement imprecision, constructs needlessly occupying dis-
crete conceptual fiefdoms and an overarching reliance on the left–right political spectrum.

Concluding remarks
Decades of research on the interface between psychology and politics has been based on the left–
right divide, but in this opinion article we have proposed that merely distinguishing between left and
right is not enough: people and their politics are more complicated. Treating contemporary political
conflicts as enduring characteristics of the political mind risks overfitting our models to culturally
and temporally idiosyncratic circumstances. By contrast, embracing and developing models that en-
gage with heterogeneity using bottom-up, data-driven methods will reveal new insights (see
Outstanding questions) and foster durable, explanatorily powerful theories that better align with the
intricate causal systems [89] that give rise to political beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors.
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